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Abstract. The Myhill-Nerode Theorem (that for any regular language, there is
a canonical recognizing device) is of paramount importance for the computational
handling of many formalisms about nite words.
For innite words, no prior concept of homomorphism or structural comparison
seems to have generalized the Myhill-Nerode Theorem in the sense that the concept
is both language preserving and representable by automata.
In this paper, we propose such a concept based on Families of Right Congru-
ences [3], which we view as a recognizing structures.
We also establish an exponential lower and upper bound on the change in size
when a representation is reduced to its canonical form.
1. Overview
An important and only partially solved problem in the theory of !-regular lan-
guages is whether representations can be minimized. For usual regular languages,
deterministic nite-state automata (DFAs) are recognizing structures that can be
minimized easily in polynomial time by virtue of the Myhill-Nerode Theorem. The
lack of similar algorithms in the !-case is a major impediment to building verication
tools for concurrent programs.
The syntactic congruences of Arnold [2] provide canonical algebraic structures for
!-regular languages. By themselves, these congruences provide no explicitacceptance
criteria just as in the situation for a regular language: the canonical right congru-
ence, whose classes are automata states, does not dene a language|unless certain
states are designated as being nal. Similarly, Arnold's congruences have only the
ability to recognize, which is a property called saturation. Arnold's congruences can
The author was partially supported by a Fellowship from the Danish Research Council.
yBasic Research in Computer Science, Centre of the Danish National Research Foundation.
1be extended so that acceptance becomes explicit and thus a language preserving ho-
momorphism concept arises. But, unlike the Myhill-Nerode Theorem, which is based
on right congruences, canonicity in [2] is obtained for full congruences, which are
usually exponentially bigger than one-sided congruences.
Maler and Staiger [3] focus on the canonical right congruence L on nite words
of a language L of innite words. This congruence is dened by x L y if and
only if for all innite , x   2 L if and only if y   2 L.( W e u s e x;y;u;v;w to
denote nite words and ; to denote innite words). The concept of a Family of
Right Congruences (FORC) suggested in [3] is there used to characterize !-regular
languages that are accepted by their canonical right congruence L extended to a
Muller automaton.
FORCs are also not language recognizing. But they do enjoy canonical properties
with respect to saturation as we prove in this paper. Similarly, the right binoids of
Wilke[4] are algebraic devicesthat characterizeregular sets of nite and innite words
based on a saturation concept embedded in a notion of recognition by homomorphism.
In this paper. In this paper we regard FORCS as language accepting devices rather
than as the transition structures of underlying Muller automata. Then FORCS may
be viewed as separating the characterization of the topological closure of the language
from that of the dense part.
The closure corresponds to the canonical right congruence. The classes of this
relation for which there is an innite sux that makes words in the class belong to
L describe the closure of L: an innite word is in the closure if and only if all of
its prexes belong to these classes. The closure is also called a safety property in
the theory of concurrent systems. A FORC represents the closure by what we here
call a safety congruence, which is a renement of the natural right congruence. (The
results of [3] shows under which conditions this safety congruence may be used with
a Muller condition to accept languages that are not necessarily closed.)
The dense part of L is described by a collection of right congruences, here called
progress congruences, that specify the cyclic behavior that any word eventually ex-
hibits according to Ramsey's Theorem about nite partitions of the natural numbers.
Thus it is natural to view these congruences as an algebraic formalization of progress
towards the dense part, known as a liveness property in concurrency [1] .
We show that a Myhill-Nerode Theorem exists that declares a unique minimum
representation of an !-regular language under a structural comparison that is lan-
guage preserving. Also, we clarify the notion of renement of FORCs presented
in [3].
Our representationis that of a FORC extendedby explicitenumerationof accepting
progress states. We call such a device an LFORC, since it is Language accepting.
Under the automata-theoretic view, an LFORC is a Family of DFAs (FDFA).
We introduce a concept of retraction between LFORCs and show that it is language
2preserving. We also formulate a retraction under the automata-theoretic view as an
FDFA homomorphism. From a given FDFA, the homomorphism involves implicitly
formed product state spaces that may be exponentially larger than the FDFA itself.
Our main result is that among all LFORCs recognizing a language L there is a
canonical or minimum one. Thus all such LFORCs retract to this minimum LFORC.
The canonical LFORC was already dened, as a FORC, in [3]. It was reported
there that with respect to saturation this FORC is canonical for a straightforward
notion of renement. This result, however, does hold only in certain situations. We
provide a simple counter-example for the general case.
The primary consequence of our generalization of the Myhill-Nerode Theorem is
that minimization of !-regular representations is reducible to calculations involv-
ing only regularity or usual nite-state automata. We show how any FDFA can
be retracted to the minimum FDFA by structural operations that do not refer to
acceptance of innite words.
The minimizationof FDFAs may yieldan exponential blow-up in size. We establish
both the lower and the upper bound. This blow-up can occur only for the progress
congruences, whose number of equivalenceclasses may grow exponentially. The safety
congruence, however, can only shrink.
We also show that a kind of inverse renement holds for the progress congruences:
for any FORC, every progress congruence that is minimizedwith respect to the safety
congruence is rened by the product of the safety congruence and the canonical
progress congruence. Thus during minimization, the progress congruences become
less coarse whereas the safety congruence becomes coarser.
Applications to minimization. From [3], it follows that there are polynomial
translations from FORCs to deterministic Rabin or Streett automata (with a number
of acceptance pairs that is roughly logarithmic in the state space size). This is
unlike the situation for Arnold's congruence that may be exponentially bigger than
its automaton representation.
But if minimization is involved, there need not be an exponential gain in us-
ing LFORCs instead of Arnold's syntactic congruences, since during minimization
LFORCs may blow up whereas Arnold's congruences can only shrink, i.e. become
coarser. It appears though that FORCs grow drastically in size only if the progress
part is more involved than the safety part.
In practice, the liveness part is usually quite simple, so the algebraic framework
we suggest here might, despite the dicult calculations involved, make it possible to
do theorem proving for simple temporal properties by automata-theoretic methods.
2. FORCs and LFORCs
Let  be a nite or innite alphabet. The empty word is denoted . The set of nite
words is denoted  and the set of innite words is denoted !.Aright congruence
3 on  is an equivalence relation that satises
x  y implies for all a;xa  ya:
Then each u 2  denes an operation of right concatenation on any equivalence
class s by su = s0,w h e r es 0is dened as [xu]w i t hxany member of s.
AF O R CF=(  ;  ) consists of right congruences of nite index on .W ec a l l
the relation  the safety congruence. An equivalence class s is also called a safety
state. The safety state of u 2 , i.e. the s such that u 2 s, is denoted [u]. To each
safety state s is associated the right congruence  s, called the progress congruence
of s. An equivalence class p of s is called a progress state. The progress state of u
with respect to  s is denoted [u]s. The following requirement must hold:
x  s y implies sx = sy: (FORC)
A non-empty word x such that s = s  x is called s-cyclic.
By (FORC), an operation of right-concatenating a progress state p of s to s is
dened by
s  p = s  x;
where x is chosen so that x 2 p. A progress state p such that sp = s is called cyclic.
Thus the progress state according to  s of an s-cyclic word is cyclic.
An (s;p)-factorization of a word  2 !,w h e r esis a safety state and p is a progress
state of  s, is a collection v0;v 1;v 2;::: of non-empty factors such that  = v0v1v2 :::
and for all i>0, v0 v i 2s=svi and vi 2 p. If in addition, p = pvi (for all i>0),
then the factorization is said to be progress cyclic.
The following lemma summarizes results in [2] and [3].
Lemma 1. (Factorization) Given a FORC F =(  ;  s).
(a) Every  2 ! admits a cyclic (s;p)-factorization for some (s;p).
(b) Moreover, if  = xy!, then it admits some (s;p)-factorization v0 = xym and
vi = yn, i>0f o rs o m em;n > 0. This factorization is also denoted
 = xy
m
|{z}
s
(yn)
|{z}
p
!
(c) Every  = xy! admitting an (s;p)-factorization has a factorization
 = v0 |{z}
s
v |{z}
p
!
(These factorizations may even by assumed progress cyclic.)
Proof. (a) Using the niteness assumption, we can nd s of  such that innitely
many prexes u0  u1  of  are in s. By Ramsey's Theorem and the niteness
assumption, there is a p of  s and an increasing sequence ki;i>0 such that for all i
and j (i<j ), ukj − uki 2 p. Dene v0 = uk1 and vi = uki+1 − uki.T h e nv i2sand
4vi 2 p. Also, since for i>0, uki+1 − uki−1 2 p, uki − uki−1 2 p, uki+1 − uki = vi 2 p,
and uki+1 − uki−1 =( u k i−u k i − 1)v i,w es e et h a tp=pv i.A l s o ,s  v i=[ u k i]v i=
[ u k iv i]=[ u k i +1]=s .
(b) We can nd s such that innitely many prexes are in s and of the form xyi.
By (a), we obtain a factorization v0 = xym, v0
i = yni.L e tn=n 1and vi = yn.T h e n
=v 0 v !with v0 2 s = svi and vi 2 p = pvi.
(c) We can nd an (s;p)-factorization such that  = xyny1(y2ymy1)! = v0v! with
y = y1y2, v0 = xyny1, v = y2ymy1, v0 2 s = sv, v 2 p = pv.
For (s;p) dene L(s;p) to be the set of words admitting an (s;p)-factorization. A live
assignment  associates to eachs a subset s of progress states of  s.AF O R C (  ;  )
together with a live assignment  is called an LFORC (for Language recognizing
FORC) and denoted L =(  ;  ; ). The language recognized by (;  ;) is the
union of L(s;p) for p 2 s and is denoted L(;
 ;). Thus it consists of the words
that allow some (s;p)-factorization with p 2 s.
2.0.1. Example. An LFORC is perhaps best understood as a family of automata.
The !-regular language (a! [ b!), where  = fa;bg, can be represented by an
LFORC specied by three automata:
ab
12
2
a
b
b
a
a
b
b
a b
1 2
1
b
a
a
12
1
2
a
b
The rst automaton denes the safety congruence  as x  y if and only if the last
letter in x and in y are the same. The congruence  1 is specied by the second
automaton. Each state is marked with the corresponding safety state according to
the requirement (FORC). The states in 1 are marked by an inner circle. The other
progress congruence  2 is shown as the last automaton.
There is another LFORC representation of the same language with a simpler safety
congruence and a more complicated progress congruence:
5a;b
a
a
a
b
b
a;b
b

The size of an LFORC is the maximum index of its congruence relations. Thus the
size of the rst LFORC above is three and the size of the second one is four. (One
could also have dened the size as the total number of classes, but this number is at
most quadratically bigger.)
Given L and (;  ), dene the natural live assignment  by letting L
s consist of
the p such that some  2 L allows an (s;p)-factorization, i.e. such that L \ L(s;p) is
non-empty. Then L  L(;  ;L).
A language L is saturated by (;  ) if for all  and  both admitting an (s;p)-
factorization, it holds that  2 L if and only if  2 L or, in other words, if for
all (s;p), either L(s;p)  L or L(s;p) \ L = ;.T h u s f o r  2 L ,w em a yc h o o s ea n y
factorization to determine whether  2 L.
We can express the saturation property of [2] as follows.
Lemma 2. (Saturation)
L is recognized by (;  ;L) if and only if L is saturated by (;  ).
Proof.
\)" Assume L = L(;  ;L)a n dL ( s;p)
T
L 6= ;. Then by denition of L
s, p 2 L
s
and by denition of recognition, L(s;p)  L.
\(" We just need to establish that L(;  ;L)  L. So assume that (;  )
saturates L and that  has an (s;p)-factorization with p 2 L
s.N o w p 2
 L
sonly since some other word  in L has an (s;p)-factorization. Thus by
saturation,  2 L.
3. Refinements and Retractions
We say that  renes ' if x  y implies x ' y.T h e nf o rsan equivalence class of
', jsj is the number of equivalence classes of  contained in s.M o r e o v e r ,i fsis an
equivalence class of ,t h e n[ s ] 'is the equivalence class of ' that contains s.
6In the following, we always assume that  is the natural live assignment.
Lemma 3. (Cyclicity) If  renes ' and x 2 s = sy,t h e nf o rs o m ei;j j s j and
some s  s, x  yi 2 s = s  yj.
In particular, when
 = u |{z}
s
v
!
|{z}
p
is a factorization in (';
 '), then there is a factorization
 = uv
i
|{z}
s
( vj
|{z}
p
)!
in (;  )w i t hs2sand i;j j s j  . We say that the former factorization induces
the latter.
Proof. Note that the -states of x, x  y, x  y2, ::: are all among the jsj dierent
-states contained in s.
LFORC L =(  ;  ;) retracts to LFORC L =( ' ;
 ' ; )i f
(R-S) x  y implies x ' y
(R-P) for all s of ',
if for all s of  contained in s,
x  sy
and
for all v and all i jsj ,
s ( xv)i = s implies (xv)i  s (yv)i,
then x
 's y.
(R-) for all s of ',a l lxsuch that s = sx,
all s of  contained in s,a n da l lij s j,
if s = sxi,t h e n[ x i] s2 si [x]s 2 s.
The condition (R-S) expresses that L safety-renes L, i.e. that the safety congruence
of L renes the safety congruence of L.
Unfortunately, it is not sucient to formulate a similarly simple requirement for
the progress congruences. In fact, Example 2.0.1 shows that the minimum progress
congruence may become more complicatedas the safety congruence isrened! (There-
fore, Theorem 2 of the technical report [3] is not correct.)
Instead, condition (R-P) expresses that the product of all  s,w h e r esis contained
in s, augmented with a condition about nite iterations, renes s. The intuition
is that when  is collapsed to ',a ns -cyclic word x in ' may induce an s-cycle in
 only when repeated a number of times that is at most jsj. Requirement (R-P)
stipulates that if x and y are equivalent with respect of all such repetitions for s a
subset of s,t h e nxand y are equivalent with respect to progress for s.
7Finally, condition (R-) expresses that acceptance in L is matched by acceptance
in L in the following sense. Let x be an s-cyclic word such that xi is s-cyclic, where
s is contained in s.T h e nx iis in a state of s if and only if x is in a state of s.
Note that in the case that  = ', then (R-P) simply states that x  sy implies
x  sy and (R-) states that [xi]s 2 s if and only if [x]s 2 s.T h u si f  sand
 's are
regarded as usual DFAs with nal states s and s, then (R-P) and (R-) expresses
that a usual automaton homomorphism exists from the former automaton to the
latter.
Saturation by nite FORCs characterizes !-regularity [3]. Similarly, we have
Lemma 4. The class of languages recognized by nite LFORCS is the class of !-
regular languages.
Proof. The acceptance criterion of an LFORC can easily be encoded by a nondeter-
ministic B¨ uchi automaton that guesses the the factorization.
Vice versa, it can be seen that any deterministic automaton with the Streett accep-
tance condition gives rise to an LFORC. Recall that a Streett acceptance condition
consists of a list of pairs of subsets of states, called \red" and \green" states. A run is
accepted if it holds for each pair that if green states of the pair occurs innitely often,
then red states of the pair occurs innitely often. The progress information along
a cycle in the automaton consists of recording which \red" and \green lights" have
been seen since the beginning of the cycle. The acceptance condition for the progress
automaton is that for each pair for which a green state has been encountered, also a
red state has been encountered.
Given a language L, Maler and Staiger dene a canonical FORC (L;  L
s )a n d
show that it saturates L. The corresponding canonical LFORC LL =(  L;  L
s; L )
of any !-regular language L is then dened as follows:
 x L y if for all ;x 2 L i y 2 L,a n d
   L
s is the right congruence  s dened as x  sy i
(  s1) sx = sy,a n d
(  s2) for all v,i fu2s=sxv = syv then u(xv)! 2 L i u(yv)! 2 L
 L is the natural live assignment.
Lemma 5. LL recognizes L.
Proof. Since L(LL)i s! -regular it suces to verify that each word of the form uv! is
accepted if and only if it is in L.
So assume xy! is in L. By Lemma 1(b), xy! can be factorized as
xy
m
|{z}
s
(y
n)
|{z}
p
!:
The progress state p is then in s by denition of the natural live assignment. It
follows that xy! 2 L(LL).
8Vice versa, if xy! is in L(LL), then it admits a factorization of the above form with
p is in s. Thus there is some word uv! in L that also has a (s;p) factorization. By
Lemma 1(c), uv! has a factorization
u
0
|{z}
s
v0
|{z}
p
!:
By denition of (L;  L
s), it follows that xy! 2 L if and only if u0v0! 2 L.T h u s
xy! 2 L.
The canonicity of LL is explained by the following result.
Theorem 1. (Canonicity) Any L recognizing L retracts to LL.
Proof. In this proof, states of LL are denoted by underlined letters.
First, we prove (R-S) (along the lines of [2] and [3]). Assume x  y.S i n c e L is
!-regular, we just need to show that for all uv!;=xuv! 2 L i  = yuv! 2 L.B y
saturation of (;  ) it suces to show that  and  admit a common factorization.
But  has an (s;p)-factorization
 = xuv
m
| {z }
s
( v
n
|{z}
p
)
!
according to (;  s) and since  is a right congruence and x  y,w ei n f e r
xuvm  yuvm 2 s.T h u s ,
=yuv
m
| {z }
s
( v
n
|{z}
p
)
!
is an (s;p)-factorization according to (;  ).
Second, to show that (R-P) holds, pick s of L and assume
8s  s : x  sy ^ (8v;8ij s j;s(xv)
i = s ) (xv)
i  s(yv)
i) (1)
We must prove
sx = sy (2)
and
8u;v : u 2 s = sxv = syv ) (u(xv)! 2 L , u(yv)! 2 L) (3)
To show (2), pick some s  s.T h e nb y ( 1 ) ,x   s yand thus by (FORC), sx = sy.
Now since  renes L, sx =[ sx]L =[ sy]L = sy.
To show (3), pick some u and v such that u 2 s = sxv. We wish to show that
u  (xv)! and u  (yv)! have a common factorization in L.N o w ,u  ( xv)! has an LL
factorization
u |{z}
s
( xv |{z}
p
)
!
9for some p of L
s. Thus by Lemma (Cyclicity) for some s in s and some i;j j s j 
u( xv)i
| {z }
s
((xv)j)!
| {z }
p
is a factorization in F for some p of  s. But we infer from (1) that
(xv)
j  s(yv)
j
Thus
u  (yv)
i
| {z }
s

(yv)
j
!
| {z }
p
is an (s;p)-factorization. Thus by saturation of L, u  (xv)! 2 L i u  (yv)! 2 L.
Third, to show (R-L), we x s of L, s  s, i j s j,a n dxsuch that sx = s and
s = sxi.L e tube such that [u] = s.T h e n[ u ]  L=sand
[x
i]s 2 s i

by saturation of F and
assumption s = sxi
u(x
i)
! 2 L i
ux
! 2 L i
(
by denition of L and
since [u]L = s = sx
[x]s 2 L
s
Theorem 2. (Language Preservation) If L recognizes L and L retracts to L,t h e nL
recognizes L.
Proof. Let
 = u |{z}
s
v
!
|{z}
p
be a word admitting an (s;p){factorization in L. Then this factorization retracts to
an (s;p){factorization
 = uv
i
|{z}
s
( v
j
|{z}
p
)
!
in L,w h e r ess ,jj s j,a n dsvj = s. Thus by (R-L), p 2 s i p 2 p.T h u s
 2 L ( L )i 2L ( L ).
F =(  ;  )i s -canonical for L if (;  ) saturates L and any other FORC with
safety congruence  and saturating L retracts to F.
Proposition 1. (-Canonicity) If  renes L,t h e na -canonical F exists.
10Proof. Dene  s by
x  sy if sx  sy and (4)
for all v;s = sxv implies u(xv)! 2 L i u(yv)! 2 L; where u 2 s:
Since  renes L, the choice of u in (4) is immaterial and it can be seen that
F saturates L. Also, it is not dicult to see that any other FORC with  as safety
congruence retracts to F.
We noted before that the progress and live state conditions for a retraction involving
LFORCs with the same safety congruence essentially express DFA homomorphisms.
Thus for a xed safety congruence , DFA minimization that respects requirement
(FORC) can be applied to obtain the -canonical LFORC.
We shall next show that when the safety congruence becomes simpler, the progress
congruences get morecomplicatedbut theystill essentiallycontain thesimplerprogress
congruences if these are minimum with respect to their safety congruence.
Assume F retracts to F.T h e nFprogress-renes F if for s 2 s,
x
 'sy and sx  sy implies x  sy
Thus the product of
 ' and  renes  .
Theorem 3. (Progress Renement) If F is -canonical and F retracts to F,t h e n
Fprogress-renes F.
Proof. Assume x
 'sy and sx  sy. To prove that x  sy, it suces to prove that
 = u(xv)! 2 L i  = u(yv)! 2 L whenever u 2 s = sxv.N o ws i n c exv 's yv and
u 2 s = sxv,b o t hand  admit a (s;p)-factorization in F,w h e r ep=[ xv]s =[ yv]s.
Since F retracts to F and F saturates L,a l s oFsaturates L.T h u s2Li  2 L.
4. Collapsed LFORCS
Let L =(  ;  ;) be an LFORC and ' be a renement of L. Dene the collapsed
LFORC L =( ' ;
 ' ; )b y
x
 ' sy i for all s  s, x  sy and
for all v and i j s j ,
s xv = s implies(xv)i  s(yv)i
(5)
p 2 s i [xi]s 2 s,w h e r ex2p ,
s x=s ,sxi = s,a n dss
(6)
It can be seen that (5) always denes a right congruence. The denition (6) may
not always make sense. The Consistency Requirement is that for all s the membership
of a progress state p in s is determined unambiguously by (6) for any choice of x, i,
and s.
11Lemma 6. The collapsed LFORC L recognizes L(L) if the Consistency Requirement
holds. If the Consistency Requirement does not hold, then ' does not rene L.
Proof. If the Consistency Requirement holds then L is a renement of L.
If the Consistency Requirement does not hold, then there are s, p of  s, s;s0 of
 contained in s, x  sy,w h e r ex;y 2 p,a n di;j j s j with sx = s = sy, sxi = s,
s0 = s0yj. such that [xi]s 2 s and [yj]s0 62 s0.T h u s i f u 2 s and v 2 s0,t h e n
ux! 2 L and vy! 62 L. By (5) and since x  sy, xi s yi.T h u suy! 2 L.B u tt h e nu
and v are not equivalent with respect to L.
5. Lower Bound
We establish an exponential lower bound for minimization, that is, there is an
innite family Ln of languages that can be represented by LFORCs of size O(n) but
whose canonical LFORCs contain a progress automaton with nn states.
We let n consist of n proper letters a1;:::;a n and of the 2n bit vectors in IB
n.A
word  is in Ln if from some point on there is a proper letter ai such that ai occurs
innitely often and no other proper letter occurs; also, the number of 1s in track i
between two consecutive letters ai must be exactly n. There is certainly only one
safety class in this language since a word is recognized by properties of its tail. Dene
a linearly big LFORC recognizing Ln by using the safety congruence represented by
the automaton Sn, which is depicted for n =3a s
a 2
a 1;
x
x
x
a 3
a 1 a 1
a 3;
x
x
x
a 2
a 3
a 2;
x
x
x
1
2 3
Thus each state si is a sink for the letter ai, and a bit vector does not change the
state. Continuing our example for n = 3, we can represent the progress congruence
for safety state 1 by the automaton
12a2
3
a3
2
a2
3
a3
2
a2
3
a3
2
a2
3
a3
2
a3;
x
x
x
1
1
a2;
x
x
x
0
x
x
1
10 13 12 11
11 0
0
x
x
0
x
x
0
x
x
a 1 ;
x
x
x 1
x
x
1
x
x
1
x
x
1
x
x
a 1 a 1 a 1
a 1
1
a 1
a 1
a 3 a 2
3
a 3
a 2
2
This congruence respectsthe safety congruence and any factorization of  according
to s, and a progress state of this automaton yields the right answer as to whether 
is in Ln.
Thus it can be seen that for any n, the progress automaton has 2n +1s ta tes . W e
conclude that Ln can be represented by an LFORC of size O(n).
For the lower bound, assume that the progress congruence of F
Ln has less that
(n +1 ) n states. If we say that the #-signature of a word over IB
n is determined by
the number of 1s in each component, then there are (n +1 ) n signatures, where all
components have at most n 1s. Thus there are two words x and y over IB
n with
dierent such signatures that lead to the same progress state. For some component
i, x and y contains a dierent number of 1s and it is then possible to nd a word
u 2 IB
k  a i such that (xu)! 2 Ln and (xy)! = 2 Ln. This contradicts that F
Ln accepts
Ln.T h u sF
L nhas more than (n +1 ) n states.
Proposition 2. There is an innite family of LFORCS Ln of size O(n)w h o s ec o r -
responding canonical LFORCS have size at least nn.
6. The Automata-theoretic View and Upper Bound
As indicated in Example 2.0.1, an LFORC L can be represented by a family of
automata. The safety relation  is represented by a safety automaton S =( S;s0;)
with state space S, initial state s0, and deterministic transition function  :!
S!Ssuch that
x  y i S(x)=S ( y ) ;
where S(x) denotes the state of S upon reading x. Thus we may continue to identify
each safety class s with a state s 2 S. For each such s,w er e p r e s e n t   sand s as
13an automaton Ps =( P s ;p 0
s; s;PF
s ), where PF
s is a set of nal states. Here each p
represents a progress state such that x  s y if only if Ps(x)=P s( y )a n d[ x ] s2 s
if and only if Ps(x) 2 PF
s .T h efamily of automata or FDFA so dened is denoted
(S;P).
To formulate a retraction as a homomorphism, we need an operation IC that
transforms Ps into an automaton ICj(Ps) that represents the iterative condition of
(R-P) as follows:
IC(Ps)(x)=IC(Ps)(y) (7)
i
x  s y and for all v and i j f
− 1( s ) j ;s ( xv)
i = s ) (xv)
i  s (yv)
i
Lemma 7. For s and j, an automaton IC(Ps) exists such that (7) holds. The
automaton is at most exponential in size of Ps.
Proof. The proof consists of dening an automaton A that is able to distinguish words
according to or even more strictly than the criterion (7). The automaton IC(Ps)i s
then a coarsest renement of A.
Note that a transition relation  :!P!Pcan be extended to a function, also
denoted ,o ft y p e !P!Pby dening (a0a n)= ( a n)(a 0). By the
standard technique for obtaining syntactic monoids, let A constructed from Ps be
an automaton whose state space consists of the functions s(x) such that q = A(x)
is the function s(x). This automaton is exponential in size of Ps.
Each q determines a function q : P ! P,w h e r eq ( p )i st h eo n l yp 0such that the
entry (p;p0)i s1 .
Since each q also determines the state p = q(p0) reached from the initial state p0,
we may dene an operation q  v, which denotes a state in P, namely, q  v = s(v)p.
Thus if A(x)=q ,t h e nqvis simply s(xv). Moreover, we may even dene an
operation (q v)i so that if A(x)=q ,t h e n( qv ) iis s((xv)i). This is done by letting
(qv)i be s(v)q s(v)q s(v)(q(p0)), where s(v)q is repeated i−1 times.
A does not quite calculate what is needed in (7), but satised the weaker require-
ment:
A(x)=A ( y ) (8)
implies
x  s y and for all v and i j s j ;s ( xv)
i = s ) (xv)
i  s (yv)
i
To see this, assume A(x)=A ( y ). Then Ps(x)=P s ( y )=q ( p 0 ), whence x  sy.
Moreover, s((xv)i)=( qv ) i= s ((yv)i). Thus in particular, it holds that if i 
jf−1(s)j,t h e ns ( xv)i = s ) (xv)i  s (yv)i.
Note that by (FORC), there is a subset Ps
s of progress states such that s = sx if
and only if Ps(x) 2 P s
s.
14To make the other direction of (7) hold, we will shrink A according to the following
characterization of states:
(q)=( q ( p
0) ;f ( p;i;L) j i j f
− 1( s ) jand L = fv j (q  v)
i = p 2 P
s
sg)
The Ls are all regular languages and so  can be computed by operations on usual
nite-state automata. The function  induces a partition of A.L e tIC(Ps)b et h e
automaton corresponding to the coarsest partition of A that renes the one induced
by .W ea l s ou s eq s to denote the states of this automaton. If q = IC(Ps)(x), then
(q)=( P s( x ) ; f ( p;i;L) j i  j and L = fv j (x  v)i = p 2 P s
sg).
Thus (7) is satised.
An FDFA homomorphism h :( S ;P )!( S ;P ) consists of
 a transition system homomorphism (i.e. a mapping respecting right concate-
nation) f : S ! S;a n d
for each s 2 S, a transition system homomorphism
g :
O
s2s:f(s)=s
IC(Ps)!Ps;
where ⊗ denotes the transition system cross product, such that for all s 2 S
with f(s)=sand all i j f − 1( s ) j ,
i
q
L ( P s)\L =L ( P s)\L; where
L = Ls(S) \
i
q
Ls(S)
and Ls(S)=f xj ( x )(s)=s;i.e. sx = sg and
i p
L denotes the language
fx j xi 2 Lg.
Lemma 8. Let (S;P) be the automata representation of L and let (S;P)b et h e
automata representation of L.T h e nLretracts to L if and only if there is an FDFA
homomorphism from (S;P)t o( S ;P ).
Proof. Requirement(R-S) and (R-P) correspond to the existence of f and g. Require-
ment (R-) is then encoded correctly as shown above since L = Ls(S) \
i
q
Ls(S)
denes the x such that s = sx and s = sxi.
Let (SL;P
L) be the FDFA representation of LL. We can now restate Theorem 1
and Theorem 2 as theorems about FDFAs and their homomorphisms.
Theorem 10. (Canonicity) Any FDFA recognizing L allows a homomorphism to
(SL;P
L).
Theorem 20. (Language Preservation) If (S;P) recognizes L and there is a homo-
morphism from (S;P)t o( S ;P ), then (S;P) recognizes L.
15Proposition 3. (Upper Bound) If L has size n and retracts to LL, then the size of
LL is at most nn2
.
Proof. Clearly the safety congruence can only shrink. For the progress part, use the
FDFA representation (S;P)o fLand assume that the canonical safety state s is
rened by the s of S such that f(s)=s .O b s e r v et h a t
N
s 2 S : f ( s )=sIC(Ps) renes the
canonical progress automaton or congruence for s. Thus the canonical congruence is
of size at most (nn)n,w h i c hi sn n 2.
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